Evidence that cerebral blood volume can provide brain activation maps with better spatial resolution than deoxygenated hemoglobin.
With the aim of evaluating the relative performance of hemodynamic contrasts for mapping brain activity, the spatio-temporal response of oxy-, deoxy-, and total-hemoglobin concentrations were imaged with diffuse optical tomography during electrical stimulation of the rat somatosensory cortex. For both 6-s and 30-s stimulus durations, total hemoglobin images provided smaller activation areas than oxy- or deoxy-hemoglobin images. In addition, analysis of regions of interest near the sagittal sinus vein show significantly greater contrast in both oxy- and deoxy-relative to total hemoglobin, suggesting that oximetric contrasts have larger draining vein contributions compared to total hemoglobin contrasts under the given stimulus conditions. These results indicate that total hemoglobin and cerebral blood volume may have advantages as hemodynamic mapping contrasts, particularly for large amplitude, longer duration stimulus paradigms.